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FASHION

It is with pleasure that we bring you this issue of ExÎles magazine during
the sixth edition of Islands of the World Fashion Showcase. This particular
event will mark significant strides forward as it represents the launch of
the “ExÎles” brand leisure and resort wear label and the inclusion of
“Arte y Moda”, a unique fashion concept from Cuba, in the program
of IWFS.
Having been invited to participate in the Third UNESCO World Forum
on Culture and Cultural Industries held in Florence, Italy, in October, it
became apparent that the fashion industry in the island nations around
the globe truly represented a creative expression of cultures and lifestyles
concurrently unique to those communities and reflecting a melting pot
of both traditional indigenous and external influences. The potential
for growth of this industry and the value-added contribution to the
economies of the island nations as a source of foreign revenue through
exports are dependent on the adequate exposure of the creativity and
designs to the international markets. This was noted as the raison d’etre
of Islands of the World Fashion Showcase, and an important vehicle in
the promotion of the business of fashion in the islands rather than simply
an element of entertainment.
With the continuing participation of some of the most creative and avant
garde designers in the islands, joined by both seasoned and novice
designers from more developed countries, IWFS has grown to represent
a unique fusion and presentation of a multiplicity of cultures producing
refined quality clothing collections. It is into this camaraderie that we
welcome “ExÎles”, the clothing and lifestyle collection. The standard of
the collection has been established from inception at a high level by
the engagement of the designing talents of renowned designers, Brynda
Knowles and Raymond Brown. They will be joined in the future by a
cadre of young aspiring designers who dare to think outside the box
in their creativity and what the market desires, while insisting on the
maintenance of quality and professionalism.
There is no better expression of a group of designers “thinking outside
the box” than those who have participated in “Arte y Moda”, being seen
during IWFS for only the second time outside of Cuba. It is the real fusion
of art and fashion, described succinctly as “the creative possibilities
of our designers and reveals the infinite source of inspiration that
establishes the art for the design of the Clothing.” IWFS welcomes this
truly unique artistic expression of fashion, which could aptly be described
as the “haute couture of art”, and looks forward to its expansion as an
international phenomenon.
Islands of the World Fashion Showcase truly reflects creative diversity in
a mosaic of cultures. ExÎles, the clothing collection and lifestyle brand
will enhance the development and promotion of the creativity in fashion
originating from the islands, while ExÎles Boutique, the online digital
experience, will commercialize and bring these designs into the homes
of consumers around the globe with exquisite tastes and an exotic or
relaxed lifestyle by just a click of the button.
We invite you to be a part of this experience. Enjoy the magazine and
the showcase.

Owen S-M. Bethel
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Models: Victor Ferrer Rodriguez, David Dion
Maycock, Ocemar Roscandido Garcia
Photographer: Eduardo Rodriquez Sardinas
Location: Havana, Cuba
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PROGRAMME

6th – 8th November 2014

Venue: Fashion Pavilion
@ The National Art Gallery of The Bahamas

Thursday, 6th November 2014
Welcome Reception
Nettie’s Artistic, Cultural & Historic Center
(Casuarinas Resort of Cable Beach)
Private – By Invitation Only

Friday, 7th November 2014
ExIles
Thatch Collection
Bathhouse Swimwear
Oscar de la Portilla
Rolando Rius/Omar Jimenez
Alshante Foggo
Jermell Williams
Jose Luis Gonzalez
Ray Vincente

(Subject to change at organizers’ discretion)
EXILES 2014 EDITION
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Saturday, 8th November 2014
Brynda Knowles
Charmaine Spicer
April Holt Smith
Kazz Forbes
Renaldo Geumm
Ashton Hall
Kholyns Couture
Arte Y Moda

Jesus Frias
Oscar De La Portilla
Rolando Riuz Y Omar Alejandro
Jose Luis
Laura Macias
Froilan Amaya
(Subject to change at organizers’ discretion)
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REFLECTIONS ...

ADELLE 13 SWIMWEAR

AlexIS Campbell designs

AUTUMN CROP
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... on IWFS 2012

MIRACLE HANDS

ZATTHU INC

COUTURE BOY
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REFLECTIONS ...

Van der Vlugt

HOUSE OF RAPHELITA

HARL TAYLOR BAG
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... on IWFS 2012

LEE GREGGORY

THEODORE ELYETT

jaeylu inc
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kesia eastwick

T h e S a m u r a i C o l l e ct i o n
B e D a r i n g , B o l d , and B r a v e
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Models: Terran Brown, David Dion
Maycock, Lionel McIntosh, Pedro
Mejias, Marco Newbold, Ethan
Quant, Leroy Turnquest
Photographer: Roderick Wells
Location: Clifton Heritage Park,
Nassau, The Bahamas
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DESIGNER : RAY VINCENTE
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Model : Leroy Turnquest
Photographer : Roderick Wells
Designer : Ray Vincente
Location: Nettie’s Artistic,
Cultural, and Historic Center
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Congratulations to

islands of the world

FASHION SHOWCASE
for your

6th year
of showcasing the designs of
island countries from the
Caribbean and beyond.
Watch for an all Bahamian show in early 2015

“Island Boy the musical”
featuring the music of

ERIC MINNS
written, performed, directed by Bahamians.
Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/islandboythemusical
and check out the website
www.islandboythemusical.com.
Photography ~ Michael A. Toogood | Cover Design ~ Media Publishing, Nassau

Guardians of the Fort
Models: Terran Brown, David Dion
Maycock, Lionel McIntosh, Pedro
Mejias, Marco Newbold, Ethan
Quant, Leroy Turnquest
Photographer: Roderick Wells
Location: Fort Charlotte and Arawak
Cay, Nassau, The Bahamas.
Designer: Ray Vincente
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Playful memories on the Beach

Models: Britannia Mitchell,
Alexandra Clarisse Pelanne,
Antonio Farrington, Tru-Maine
Taylor, Sedrick Ward
Photographer: Roderick Wells
Location: Clifton Heritage Park,
Nassau, The Bahamas
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Seduction Island Style
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Models: Britannia Mitchell, Alexandra
Clarisse Pelanne, David Dion
Maycock, Tru-Maine Taylor, Sedrick
Ward
Photographer: Roderick Wells
Location: Roderick Wells Photography
Studio, Palmdale, Nassau, The
Bahamas
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BEYOND THE RUNWAY

2014

The Year of The Small Island Developing States and
The Ongoing Vulnerabilities of Climate Change
by Natalie Bethel
According to UNESCO:
“Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are islands of the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific
Oceans. They are some of the most beautiful places on Earth, with atolls of white sand beaches, mountain
ranges covered in cloud forest, historic ports and towns, and agricultural landscapes. They are relatively remote,
vulnerable to environmental challenges, such as climate change, and generally small in size—Niue has a
population of only 1,269, and Tuvalu a total land area of only 26km.”
The SIDS were recognized as a distinct group of developing countries in June 1992, at the UN Conference on
Environment and Development.
Based on the UNDP Human Development Report of 2007/08, “Climate change is the greatest challenge facing
humanity at the start of the 21st Century. Failure to meet this challenge raises the spectre of unprecedented
reversals in human development.” The consequences of ignoring these disruptive forces (i.e. sea-surface
temperature, coastal erosion, extreme events and the loss of aesthetics) are projected to accelerate in the
coming decades and compound the existing threats to natural systems and society.
In a statement by The Hon. Perry G. Christie,
Prime Minister and Minister of Finance of the
Commonwealth of The Bahamas to the United
Nations Climate Summit on 23 September
2014, it was signaled that for The Bahamas,
“climate change is serious business”. He further
informed that “Eighty (80) percent of my nation’s
land mass will be lost if the sea level rises 1.5
meters….and that with a warming of 3.7-4.8°C
by 2100, as currently predicted, The Bahamas
we know would be no more”.
Noting The Bahamas’ ‘negligible contribution’
to the issue of climate change, the country’s
Prime Minister Christie at the United Nations Podium in New York, delivering the country’s
statement on Climate Change, September 23, 2014 at the UN Summit on Climate Change.
leader commented on several initiatives being
taken to reduce its carbon footprint, including:
the adoption a National Energy Policy, which includes the introduction of renewable energy goals of at least
30% of energy generation by way of renewable technologies by 2030 as well as an effort to expand the marine
protected area, through the establishment of the Bahamas Protected Area Fund (BPAF); and cognizant of the
possible impact of climate change on food security, the establishment of the Bahamas Agriculture and Marine
Science Institute (BAMSI) to operate a state-of-the-art comprehensive commercial teaching farm.
The Prime Minister concluded that “the survival of small Island Developing States (SIDS) must be the benchmark
for the 2015 agreement”, calling on increased global action towards a paradigm shift in traditional investments
and transformation of business models towards sustainable development and renewable energy.
He reminded ‘developed’ countries to ‘honour their financial commitments from Copenhagen’, and further
stated that “we must look at each country’s vulnerability to climate change, its debt and more importantly honor
the principle that ‘the polluter pays’.”
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A report on the Social Equity Considerations in the Implementation of Caribbean Climate Change Adaptation
Policies by Dulal et al. concludes that: “If the Caribbean countries fail to adapt, they are likely to take direct
and substantial economic hits to their most important industry sectors such as tourism, which depends on the
attractiveness of their natural coastal environments, and agriculture (including fisheries), which are highly
climate sensitive sector and significant losses will not only increase unemployment but have debilitating social
and cultural consequences to communities.”
The potential environmental consequences of this trend have a direct socio-economic impact, based on
ongoing research by the Belize-based Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre which has said that
climate change is already profoundly affecting the region’s biological and socioeconomic systems.
Hence, the consequences of this trend are many, including potential unemployment, population relocation,
deterioration of ecosystems, disintegration of properties and homes and decreased farming and agricultural
production to name a few.
Though the critical nature of these threats has been emphasized by key decision-makers in government
through regional bodies such as CARICOM, development partners and stakeholders can respond to this
trend, by doing the following:
• Endorse studies to determine exactly which countries are most at risk in the region. Detailed information
is crucial for the Caribbean countries to strategically reduce vulnerability, through investment, insurance,
planning, and policy decisions, and to inform negotiations concerning adaptation support;
• Research and Public Education campaign for policymakers and ordinary citizens to raise awareness on
what preventative measures should be taken into consideration, from the household level to Cabinet;
• Monitoring environmental conditions in the Caribbean will help researchers track ecosystems, and data
can be used to develop climate models and ecological forecasting;
• Institutional Support strengthening the management and coordination amongst existing institutions charged
with the responsibility for managing the Government’s response to these disruptive forces;
• Promote productive development policies and updating of national to make protecting the environment
a priority;
• Collaborate with regional and international development banks to share lessons learnt and best practices
for mitigating these trends, as both regions are facing similar concerns regarding low-lying island nations
and the impact of natural disasters and rising sea levels on these countries, and;
• Renew and reiterate the need for increased political will and action at the international level for increased
financial resources to assist countries susceptible to these disruptive forces (in the case of the Caribbean,
governments and civil society can partner with the UN to assist in the full implementation of the Barbados
Programme of Action).

(This abstract was written by Natalie
Bethel for The Small Island States
Foundation as a part of a wider research
paper on Geography and Institutions in
Archipelagic Development. Ms. Bethel
is currently a Research Consultant at
the Inter-American Development Bank
based in Nassau, The Bahamas. For
further information on the Foundation,
please visit www.smallislandstates.org)
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Glass window bridge , Eleuthera
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Chameleons of Fashion - Animal Instinct

Models: Lionel McIntosh, Pedro
Mejias, Leroy Turnquest
Body Paint Artist: Italia Williams of
Eye Candy Make Up Store & Studio
Photographer: Roderick Wells
Location: The Gardens of Nottage
Residence, Prospect Ridge,
Nassau, The Bahamas
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From Cuba with Love

Models: Carla Alvarez Aba, Yisel Cintas Fuentes,
Oscar Alejandro Diaz Cabrera, Victor Ferrer
Rodriguez, David Dion Maycock, Ocemar
Roscandido Garcia, Sedrick Ward
Photographers: Eduardo
Designers: ExIles, Rolando and Omar, Oscar de
la Portilla
Location: Havana, Cuba
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“Arte Y Moda” Haute Couture of Art
Designers							Artists/Artwork
Jesus Frias							Cohiba
								La Fruta
								La Virgen del nino VI
								Pasarela
Oscar de la Portilla						
El agua del rio limpia el alma
								Mujeres con peces
								Relacion
Rolando Riuz y Omar Alejandro Jimenez		
Abstraction
								Fuselage
								Sweet construction
Jose Luis Gonzalez						La Silla
								Para ti lo mas bello
								Signos Mutantes
								Simplemente a lo Cubano
Laura Macias						ICH
								Sin titulo
								Tercera Dimension
								Verso y Reverso
Froilan Amaya						Amparo
								De la serie Travesia
								Freddy Mercury
								Habano 1834
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La Fruta

cohiba

COHIBA

La Virgen del niño VI
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Pasarela
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Oscar
de la Portilla
El agua del rio
limpia el alma

COHIBA
Relación
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Mujeres con peces
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Rolando y
Omar

FASHION

FUSELAGE

Abstraccion

COHIBA

Sweet construction
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José Luis
Para ti lo mas
bello

Signos Mutantes

COHIBA

Simplemente a lo Cubano
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ICH

Sin titulo

COHIBA

Tercera Dimensión
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Verso Y Reverso
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Froilan Amaya
Amparo

De la serie Travesía

COHIBA
Freddy Mercury
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Habano 1834
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The First Official Luxury Watch of The Bahamas

A vailable

at

J ohn B ull L td .

www .L u C airi . com
facebook . com /L u C airi
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IWFS MISSION

thereby developing and promoting a
signature quality ‘island lifestyle and
resort wear.”

It began as a simple concept - create an
international stage and marketplace for
designers of developing countries. The
result has morphed into an event that has
the fashion world intrigued.

UNESCO endorsed the concept, leaving
its implementation in Bethel’s hands.
This led to the creation of IWFS, with the
ultimate objective of taking the novice
designers from the island nations around
the globe to the next stage of production,
manufacturing and marketing, and
become the agent/partner of the
designers in the international market.
With the launch of the “ExÎles” brand
label, the next step in the process has
successfully been taken in the creation
of a proprietary label and boutique for
the promotion and commercialization of
select designers creating island lifestyle
products.

The brainchild of financial services
savant, Owen Bethel, Islands of the World
Fashion Showcase (IWFS) was spawned
from a desire to find innovative ways to
bring value added to developing nations,
the primary goal of its chief endorser, the
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
“One thing that struck me was that
designers in most developing countries
do not have an avenue for international
exposure to consumers in foreign
markets and to the fashion trade media,”
he said. “It’s understandable that in the
great names you hear, there are very few
designers that have made it from the
islands and on a broader scale from the
developing countries. This is really one
of UNESCO’s priorities, so I conceived
the idea of presenting a showcase for
designers from the islands to be able to
present their creations to an international
media and in the process get some
exposure to the markets and consumers,

EXILES 2014 EDITION

However, in addition to exposing island
creativity and talent, the organizers hope
to simultaneously draw attention to
several global issues which significantly
affect island nations. These issues are the
promotion of cultural diversity, tolerance
and dialogue, the environment and
climate change, the education of youth
on HIV/AIDS, human smuggling and
trafficking, and poverty alleviation.
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Watch The Runway for The Samurai Collection
www.exilesboutique.com
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